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“It is impossible to live without falling at something, unless you live so cautiously that you might as well not have lived at all. In which case, you fail by default.”
by J.K. Rowling

“Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined.”
by Henry David Thoreau

“Conway Abel”

“For what is a man, what has he got? If not himself, then he has naught. To say the things he truly feels and not the words of one who kneels, the record shows; took the blows and did it my way!”
by Frank Sinatra

“Donna Abplanalp”

“The turning of a page, the beginning of a new chapter, the end of a book. This is just a page.”
by Unknown

“Joshua Allen”

“Christy Baldwin”

“Childhood is not from birth to a certain age and at a certain age the child is grown and puts away childish things. Childhood is the kingdom where nobody dies.”
by Edna St. Vincent Millay

“For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord, plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and future.”
by Jeremiah 29:11

“Emily Bates”

“Miranda Bechtel”
Dylan Beck  

Lucas Bell

"It's curtains."
by Legend

Elizabeth Bennett

Jacob Blanton

"What if it's, When will that happen? And how do we make it stop?"
by Meredith Grey

"You only live once but if you do it right, once is enough."
by Mae West

Kayla Bradford  

Ashley Brown
"Don't cry because it's over, smile because it happened." by Dr. Seuss

"Life's like a novel with the end ripped out." by Rascal Flatts

Cora Brink

Taylor Clark

Garrett Conesnow

Jessica Creech

"Never give up on something that you can't go a day without thinking about." by Unknown

"Every day is a gift, that's why they call it the present." by Unknown

Brandy Crouse

Taylor Dooley
Seth Davis

Anthony Dilley

"You’re not a hero when you save someone’s life, you’re a hero when you put your life on the line to save someone else, and expect nothing in return.
" by Unknown

"You never really grow up, you just learn how to act in public.
" by Unknown

"Seize the day or die regretting the time you’ve wasted.
" by Avenged Sevenfold

Megan Delam

Timothy Dole

Manish Dooley

"The greatest pleasure in life is doing what people say you cannot do.
" by Unknown
Tyler Eggleston

Zachary Eggleston

Alexander Engels

There is a light at the end of every tunnel—just pray it isn't an oncoming train!
by Unknown

Katherine Espich

Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take, but by the moments that take our breath away.
by Unknown

Ashley Fossitt

Kara Gillespie

Go to the grocery store, buy some new friends and find out the beginning, the end and the best of it.
by Modest Mouse

The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.
by Eleanor Roosevelt
"Life is a holydrug."
by Joe Dirt

"What doesn't kill you makes you stronger."
by Kelly Clarkson

Charles Glacken

Tayler Godar

"Success is about having, excellence is about being. Success is about having money and fame, but excellence is being the best you can be."
by Willie Ditha

Tayler Hale

"Life is like a bag of rocks; it hurts when it hits you."
by Erik Hale

Eric Hale

When the power of love overcomes the love of power, the world will know peace.
by Jimi Hendrix

Mat Hamilton

Charles Hamlin
"What a wonderful thought it is that some of the best days of our lives haven't happened yet."
by Unknown

Olivia Hardtke

"Creating art or something beautiful makes you a more fulfilled person than they say ever be because they're caught up in what they hate rather than what they love."
by Andy "Sixx" Bierce

Derek Harper

"Love is what I can be, but I don't know I just try and I am at your mercy, in like I wish mercy on you all the long days of your life, and know—I need you, so thank you, I'm sorry, I am what I am. My name is Sam Peace."
by One that I am

Samuel Hartung

"In life people will try to put you down and tell you you're not good enough. PROVE THEM WRONG!!!"
by Alex Hausser

Alex Hausser

"There's rarely such a thing as failure. It's success at finding what doesn't work."
by Unknown

Cheyenne Hawk

"No matter where life take me find me with a smile. Pursuit to be happy laughing like a child, I never thought life would be this sweet. It gets me dreaming from cheek to cheek."
by Mae Miller

Poige Hedrick
"In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends."
by Martin Luther King Jr.

"Time you enjoy wasting was not wasted."
by John Lennon

Halle Kendall

Mitchell Kleimeyer

"It's all in the recovery."
by Michael Koons

"Wherever you go, go with all your heart."
by Confucius

Evan Koons

Rebecca Kreimer

Trent Lammers

Marshall Lawless
"For beautiful eyes, look for the good in others; for beautiful lips, speak only words of kindness; and for poise, walk with the knowledge that you are never alone." - Audrey Hepburn

"Put your future in good hands - your own." - Unknown

"You only live once, but if you do it right, once is enough." - Mae West

"A man can be as great as he wants to be, if you believe in yourself and have the courage, the determination, the dedication, the competitive drive, and if you are willing to sacrifice the little things that are worthwhile, it can be done." - Vince Lombardi

Zachary Lawrence
Nichole Lay

Dylan Lee

Zachary Lindner

Amanda Maliceat
Patrick McAdams
Bennie McCloud

Alec McCoy

"Never give up on something you can't go a day without thinking about."
by Anonymous

RJ Meckstroth

"A life spent making mistakes is not only more honorable, but more useful than a life spent doing nothing."
by George Bernard Shaw

Nathan Meyer

Obstacles don't have to stop you. If you run into a wall, don't turn around and give up. Figure out how to climb it, go through it, or work around it."
by Michael Jordan

Elizabeth Mooney

Matthew Murphy
"Good has never killed anyone. It’s suddenly becoming statutory...that’s what gets you."
by Jeremy Clarkson

"I’m a soldier, I fight where I am told and win where I fight."
by Unknown

"Stories never really end...even if it looks like to pretend they do, Stories always go on. They don’t end on the last page, any more than they begin on the first page."
by Cimella Funks, interspell

"Great effort springs naturally from great attitudes."
by Pat Riley

"You build on failures. You use it as a stepping stone. Close the door on the past. You don’t try to forget the mistakes, but don’t dwell on it. You don’t let it have any of your energy, or any of your time, or any of your spaces."
by Johnny Cash
"I am not afraid of tomorrow, for I have seen yesterday and I love today."
by William Allen White

Emily Patrick

"Dark and difficult times lie ahead. Soon we must all face the choice between what is right and what is easy."
by Albus Dumbledore

Feleria Patrick

"Don't ever complain about where you are, because you're the person who got you there."
by Chelsea Handler

Madison Paul

"Never let the fear of striking out keep you from playing the game."
From "A Cinderella Story"

Amber Popplewell

Austin Price

Sarasota Proffitt
"Great kid, don't get cocky."
by Ron Solo

Daniel Rapking

"Wherever you may be let the wind blow free."
by Unknown

Devin Reeves

Experience and discover a flower realized by everyone and no one never and forever and
whatherver...
by Don T.
Worry about it!

James Ruckman

"Neither a lofty degree of intelligence nor imagination nor both together go to
the making of genius. Love, love, love, that is the soul of genius."
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Emily Russo

"It is the quality of one convictions that determines success, not the number of
followers."
by Remus Lupin

Rachel Schatzenon

"Live without pretending, love without depending, listen without
defending, speak without offending."
by Audrey Drake Graham

Danielle Schepers
"Happiness can be found, even in the darkest of times, if one only remembers to turn on the light."
by Albus Dumbledore

"One sees well only with the heart. What is essential is invisible to the eye."
by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
Devin Sutton

Heather Sutton

"If you wanna make the world a better place take a look at yourself, and then make a change." by Michael Jackson

Alex Swango

Brian Thomas

Enjoy the best things in your life, cause you ain't gonna get to live it twice. They say you was in there asleep, but I'm just tryna dream." by Mac Miller

Krystal Trifilio

Cameron Tucker

49
"Life is like two elephants wrestling in a field; the only true loser is the grass in the field."
by Don Rileag

Desiree Vaughn

Victoria Wasserbauer

"I may not be perfect but I'm me."
by Chelsea Welsch

Chelsea Welsch

Jeffrey Williams

"I can accept failure, everyone fails at something. But I can't accept not trying."
by Michael Jordan

Joshua Williams

Matthew Williams
"Life is like riding a bicycle— to keep your balance you have to keep moving." by Albert Einstein

Wendy Woodmansee

"The most important thing is to enjoy your life—is to be happy—it's all that matters." by Audrey Hepburn

Cody Wullenweber

"The jello has set, the sun has risen, the day has come, we're getting out of prison." by Unknown

Kierstin Woodward

Corey Wyatt

Brad Young